Welcome to Junior Honours

19th September 2016
We are looking for 5 representatives from across the degree programmes, ideally one from each of:

- Physics (including Physics with Meteorology, Physics and Music)
- Astrophysics
- Mathematical Physics
- Theoretical Physics, Computational Physics
- Chemical Physics

SSLC Facilitator: Ken Rice

Email sst-to@ph.ed.ac.uk if you’re interested. We will hold an e-mail election if there are more candidates than places.
Junior Honours is different because …

- Your grades will count towards any Honours degree you are awarded.
  BSc (Hons) is 50/50, Mphys is 20/40/40.

- To progress to Senior Hons you must pass the JH year “on average”, and not fail more than 40 points worth of courses.

- To progress to the SH year of an MPhys degree you must pass JH with:
  an average no less than 55% and not fail more than 20 points.

- There are no resits except to get points for an Ordinary degree.